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LAPD Detective Harry Bosch is off the chain in the fastest, fiercest, and highest-stakes case of
his life.Fortune Liquors is a small shop in a tough South L.A. neighborhood, a store Bosch has
known for years. The murder of John Li, the store's owner, hits Bosch hard, and he promises Li's
family that he'll find the killer.The world Bosch steps into next is unknown territory. He brings in a
detective from the Asian Gang Unit for help with translation--not just of languages but also of the
cultural norms and expectations that guided Li's life. He uncovers a link to a Hong Kong triad, a
lethal and far-reaching crime ring that follows many immigrants to their new lives in the U.S.And
instantly his world explodes. The one good thing in Bosch's life, the person he holds most dear,
is taken from him and Bosch travels to Hong Kong in an all-or-nothing bid to regain what he's
lost. In a place known as Nine Dragons, as the city's Hungry Ghosts festival burns around him,
Bosch puts aside everything he knows and risks everything he has in a desperate bid to
outmatch the triad's ferocity.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. The murder of an elderly Chinese owner of a liquor
store thrusts Bosch into the unfamiliar world of Chinese immigrants, Asian gangs, and the
ruthless triad crime syndicate. Bosch works the case with his usual tenacity; threats warning him
to drop the case only fuel his desire to find the old man's killer. Having narrated previous Bosch
books, Cariou knows the character inside and out. His portrayal of the iconic L. A. detective
conveys all his irascibility and world-weariness. This book gives us a closer look at Bosch, the
father, and Cariou conveys this human side with emotional clarity and believability. A Little,
Brown hardcover (Reviews, Sept. 21). (Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division
of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.About the AuthorMichael Connelly is the author of thirty-
six previous novels, including #1 New York Times bestsellers The Dark Hours andThe Law of
Innocence. His books, which include the Harry Bosch series, the Lincoln Lawyer series, and the
Renée Ballard series, have sold more than eighty million copies worldwide. Connelly is a former
newspaper reporter who has won numerous awards for his journalism and his novels. He is the
executive producer of three television series: Bosch,Bosch: Legacy, and The Lincoln Lawyer. He
spends his time in California and Florida.From AudioFileDetective Harry Bosch returns in this
police procedural to investigate the murder of a Chinese-American liquor store owner. Evidence
leads him to a suspect connected to the Chinese Triad, and when an arrest is made, Bosch's
teenage daughter is kidnapped by thugs who hope to influence the investigation. Len Cariou
superbly voices the roughly seasoned Detective Bosch. Cariou's grizzly vocals successfully
invoke a range of characters--from the tender, caring parent to the aggressive cop. Cariou
effortlessly switches between American regional accents and the soft tones of the Asian-
American accent. From the streets of Los Angeles to the back alleys of Hong Kong, this



suspense novel won't disappoint fans and should satisfy those new to the series. A.L.B. ©
AudioFile 2009, Portland, MaineRead more
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Russell J. Sanders, “Another wild ride-along with Harry Bosch. Nine Dragons was the last of the
four or five of Michael Connelly’s Bosch books I had never read. Now I’m caught up on the life of
Harry Bosch, albeit totally out of order. But reading this book was kind of like sitting at a trusted
relative’s knee while they tell you of the olden days. In Nine Dragons, Bosch’s daughter is
thirteen years old, and I was filled in on how she came to live with her dad, definitely after an
adventurous plot full of Connelly’s signature twists and turns and harrowing dances with death.
Much of the novel is set in Hong Kong, which I would think the majority of readers would find
fascinating, their hero deposited into an exotic, dangerous world. I did grow weary of that
section, probably because I enjoy the usual Los Angeles setting so much. But Connelly doesn’t
disappoint. His police procedures are once again on point and include cutting edge technology
for the 2009 Harry Bosch. There were even a few times when I marveled at Connelly’s figures of
speech, eloquently written and quite vivid. And, to my surprise, there was a guest star from
previous novels who showed up towards the end. All in all, it can’t be stressed enough that
Michael Connelly is a master, and his novels never disappoint.”

A Reviewer, “I'd love to see the next Harry Bosch novel slow things back down, but this book's
still incredibly exciting. 9 Dragons is pretty much The Overlook on steroids. For some reason
most fans of the series didn't care much for The Overlook (I thought it was pretty good,) but I
think what helped them warm to this one instead was the emphasis on characters, longer length,
and a more personal mystery.I'll spoil as little of the plot as I can, but suffice it to say, this story
spends 1 day in Hong Kong and it's easily the most exciting, exotic, and thrilling series of events
I think ever to take place in a Harry Bosch novel. In this part of the book we see a desperate
Harry Bosch as he fights to save someone's life against the clock, in a foreign country, with no
care for police procedure. So we see Harry back to his Black Echo persona, where he has huge
amounts of fury in his system and no problem beating people up who he thinks deserve it.The
way Connelly describes Hong Kong made me feel like I was there and this exotic flavor and the
intensity of the chase was easily the most memorable aspect of this book for me. The book itself
is more like The Overlook in that there's less of a convoluted mystery and less emphasis on
gathering clues and investigating and more emphasis on outright action and suspense. Though
very exciting, I'd love to sink my teeth into another complex, detective work-filled Harry Bosch
mystery one of these days, and I hope Connelly slows things down again for his next Bosch
book.And that's sort of the problem here. In a rush to move things along and get Bosch to Hong
Kong, the central mystery here (and this is made noticeable by the extensive time spent out of
Hong Kong) isn't really all that interesting or complex. The book then becomes an exciting
chase, but again, he's not as much solving a mystery as he's conducting a high-speed chase,
and while this was a HUGE book, emotionally, for Harry Bosch, the mystery at the center wasn't
all that interesting. When in LA, the plot's simplistic and pretty slow. The final chapters especially



seemed very anti-climactic. And finally, I hate what was done with Eleanor Wish's personality in
this story. She's been reduced to such a shrill, annoyingly selfish character and every second
she was in the story she bothered me. It's too bad that an intriguing character in the series from
the start was turned into such an annoying and bitter person. I know she's been this way for the
past couple books but she seems to totally resent her ex-husband here, even when he flies to
Hong Kong to help her it's not good enough. Anyway...enough about her. The new characters
introduced are memorable and add a lot to the story.In a way, 9 Dragons was a re-birth of the
series, and I'm very interested to see where things go from here in this story of Bosch's life. I
really hope the series gets back to its detective roots and moves away from its more action-
packed approach of this and the previous installment, but that's not to say that it's a bad thing.
This is a very exciting and very big story emotionally for Harry Bosch and fans won't want to
miss it.”

Craig Woodworth, “Book review. It's a totally incredible book, Harry goes to investigate a murder
the triad are suspected of the murder, then Harry gets a phone call from the triad to back off after
they arrest a suspect.After more investigation, total devastation for Harry, he gets a video
showing the triads have kidnapped his daughter. He contacts his ex-wife they both go to were
his ex-wife life's in Hong Kong to search for their daughter bullets start flying, Harry pushes his
ex-wife out the way sadly she gets hit by a bullet and dies.Harry flies back with his daughter to
live in L A. He's told the suspect was released he's back at square one for the triad murder ....
the investigation continues to find the murders.”

Paul S, “A totally absorbing and atmospheric crime thriller that reveals a more vulnerable Harry
Bosch than we have ever seen previously. There are many things to enjoy in Nine Dragons, but
also one that some readers may find a little irritating.I found the tension and pace of the story
relentless and there are a number of quite unexpected twists in the plot which will appeal to
budding armchair detectives. However, for me, the outstanding quality of this story lies with its
characterisation of Bosch. In this story he is like a fish out of water on a number of levels; his
personal life receives a lot more coverage, particularly his father-daughter relationship which
until now had been somewhat distant. The story is set in South Los Angeles and Hong Kong,
both areas where Bosch feels less 'at home'. He is a lot more stressed in this book for a number
of reasons that I will not mention as I do not want to reveal too much of the plot, but his trusted
coping mechanisms are being stretched to the limit in this story. There are also a couple of
events that hit him hard personally (as they probably would most people) and which strike
without warning, catching us readers by surprise. In short, he appears much more vulnerable
and less self-assured in this story than in any of the previous ones in the series.However, the
aspect of this book that some readers may find irritating relates to what Harry is able to achieve
in Hong Kong in a very short space of time given the extremely sparse information he has at his
fingertips and his ability to function with virtually no sleep and no jet-lag. The impression is that



he is working virtually solely on adrenaline and conjecture. This did not spoil the story for me but
unlike many previous stories in the series, made this one just a little less credible.Overall
however, I found this story really engaging. It contains the usual elements one expects to find in
a Harry Bosch story - plenty of action, a few red herrings and blind alleys, and lots of page-
turning tension. But unlike many of the more recent stories in the series (to date), this one has a
much greater focus on Harry's character, his vulnerabilities, and his personal life which, for me,
provided a whole new dimension to the series.”

Steve on Jersey, “A good storyline. I have read all the Harry Bosch books in the series and
enjoyed everyone immensely. Sometimes it seems that the book is slow in starting, or a story
subject of little interest, don't give up you will not be disappointed. Michael's knowledge of the
Law and procedures in applying it is second to none.For me I find it sad that his use of the
English Language is Americanised but I guess many of his readers are American. One of the
worst for me is the word 'Gotten', there is of course no such word in correct English. The
storyline more than makes up for this. I recommend reading the books in the correct order,
although they are predominately stand alone books, there is a degree of follow on.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7,903 people have provided feedback.
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